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G arber challenges students w ith  hard  questions
K r is t in  R o s n e r  
L ead  W r i te r
This year’s Staley lectureship 
speaker, Steven Garber, is in the 
midst of fulfilling his college 
dream.
Garber, who entitled his Tues­
day morning message “The Cul­
ture o f W hatever,” asked 
Cedarville students some of the 
“hard” questions—questions he 
asked when he was in college. 
In fact, Garber left college when 
he was a sophomore, choosing 
instead to attend L’Abri (“the 
shelter” in French). At L’Abri, 
founded by Francis Schaeffer, 
Garber asked the questions that 
had been plaguing him for a long 
time.
One of those questions was 
“Who are we as human beings?” 
Garber wanted to understand 
what it meant to be made in the 
image of God because, as he 
said, “people live out of what 
they believe about human na­
ture.”
After Garber finished college, 
he began to work with college 
students. He noticed that some 
o f his students would remain 
faithful to their beliefs long af­
ter college while other students 
who were just as involved dur­
ing their college years would 
disconnect themselves from 
their faith, becoming “Sunday 
Christians” only. Since those 
early observations 25 years ago, 
Garber has wanted to address the 
issue of orthodoxy of doctrine 
and practice with college stu­
dents, encouraging them to live 
out what they believe.
“There has to be some way 
that we recover what it means 
to know ,” Garber said. “To 
know is to do...it’s to step into 
what you believe.” Garber said 
that in this informational age, 
students can become full of head 
know ledge and miss heart 
knowledge. He recalled Jesus’ 
rebuke to Nicodemus, another 
Bible scholar who was full of 
head knowledge. “How can you,
as a teacher, miss what is so 
simple?” Garber said, paraphras­
ing Jesus’ reply to Nicodemus.
Although Garber has written 
several books concerning the
relation o f learning to life, he 
considers his current work with 
college students to be his great­
est academ ic achievem ent. 
“What does the lordship of
Christ mean for higher educa­
tion?” is the question Garber 
answers for a living. He ad­
dresses this question at the 
A m erican Studies Program , 
sponsored by the Christian Coa­
lition of Colleges and Universi­
ties (CCCU), where he taught 
full time for ten years and con­
tinues to teach for five weeks 
each semester. Garber lectures at 
various Christian institutions 
around the country and has writ­
ten a book, The Fabric o f  Faith­
fu lness, which is popular in 
Christian and secular institu­
tions.
Garber has held the title of 
Scholar-in-Residence for the 
Christian Coalition of Colleges 
and Universities since 1998. 
This career allows him to teach, 
lecture, and read. Garber states 
that the objective of CCCU is to 
“pursue Christ as the lord of edu­
cation,” and he feels that this 
objective suits his own personal 
pursuits.
continued on page 2
L i’l sibs glim pse college lifeAlpha Chi presents 
ideal TWIRP date
G ra c e  H u b e r  
C o n tr ib u t in g -  W r i te r
Kick off TWIRP week in tra­
ditional form by pairing up for 
cheap tickets tomorrow night at 
the Alpha Chi Talent Show. The 
student organization will host its 
33 rd annual talent show in the 
Jeremiah Chapel.
Chris Risheill, the director for 
the Alpha Chi Talent Show, 
said, “This year’s show prom­
ises to be the best Alpha Chi 
Talent Show ever. We are very 
excited about having Dr. 
Colman and [Dr.] Clevenger 
emcee the event.”
The martial arts team and John 
M yers’ balancing act, which 
were some of the highlights of 
last year’s show, will return this 
year.
Various other performers in­
clude senior Micah Thirey on 
the electric violin and junior 
Hillary Doot on the piano. Se­
nior Shane Sevo will present a 
3-D anim ation video while 
freshman Brian Huster rounds 
out the individual performers. A 
number o f student bands will 
perform at the event.
Tickets cost $3 per person and 
$5 a couple, providing another 
inexpensive TWIRP activity.
K im b e r ly  E ridom  
C o n t r ib u t in g  W r i te r
Cedarville’s own teen heart- 
throb group, Fahrenheit, wel­
comed li’l sibs, cousins, and 
friends to campus during SGA 
chapel last Friday morning. 
Their choreographed, slightly 
modified Backstreet Boys song 
let visitors know Cedarville was 
“glad you came.”
Friday night sibs could choose 
between the winter play, All I  
Need to Know I  Learned in Kin­
dergarten, which also showed at 
2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. on Sat­
urday, and the Jazz Band con­
cert in the Jeremiah Chapel of 
the DMC. The band played jazz 
and big band music.
The Winter Blast kicked off at 
8:30 p.m. in the gym. Some of 
the attractions for big and li’l 
sibs were Big Foot Basketball, 
an obstacle course, the tug-of- 
war joust, and refreshments.
SGA’s Caffe Tazza returned 
to the Second Floor of the AC 
from 9:00-11:00 p.m. Free ad­
mission, coffee, biscotti, muf­
fins, and cookies were drawing 
factors for the visitors. “Menta,” 
a new drink for those people 
who did not want to drink cof­
fee, was available as three mu­
sical groups performed.
At 12:30 a.m., the sibs could 
choose betw een D elta Pi 
Sigma’s annual Glow in the 
Dark Late Skate and the CAO’s 
Late Night Bowling. The skat­
ing lasted until 2:00 a.m. while 
the bowling continued until 2:30 
a.m.
On Saturday morning, li’l sibs 
who could not come down Fri­
day registered from 10-2, and 
some li’l sibs went to the open 
gym held from 10-1. Sophomore 
Jeremy Mix, his five sibs, and 
his parents ate at Chuck’s after 
the open gym. Mix revealed that 
the last time his siblings came 
for the weekend, he and his 
brothers won the look-alike con­
test. “I shaved off my hair so that 
wouldn’t happen again,” Mix 
said. Mix’s 15-year-old sister, 
Shelby, said that she might like 
to come to a school the size of 
Cedarville because “you know 
continued on page 2
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Winter Blast offered siblings a variety of social events
Jessica Clum, senior Lisa MacPherson, and Rhonda MacPherson enjoyed Li’l Sibs Weekend activities like Student Government 
Association chapel, basketball games, dinner in Yellow Springs, and exciting activities in the Athletic Center. Photo by B. Perkins
continued from page 1
a whole lot more people at a 
school this size.”
The continuation of Winter 
Blast Saturday afternoon offered 
various attractions including 
games, refreshments, and music 
from 2:00-7:00 p.m. in the lobby 
and on the Second Floor of the 
AC. The main attraction was the 
wax hands set up in the lobby of 
the AC. A worker applied a thin 
coating of hot wax to a hand, 
slipped off the wax, and dipped 
the wax hand into various col­
ors of quick-drying dye to cre­
ate patterns and shadings.
F iv e -an d -a -h a lf-y ea r-o ld  
Stephen Gayer, a Winter Blast 
attendee, said that his favorite 
part of the weekend was that “I 
can play with him [junior Ben 
Gayer].”
Sophomore Jana Holiday and 
her 14-year-old sister, Marisa, 
also attended the second Winter 
Blast. While Marisa did not like 
the food at Chuck’s, she said, 
“They have a nice cappuccino 
machine.. .1 had three last night.”
Phil Regner, 14 and the 
brother o f freshm an Rachel 
Regner, said, “I’d like to go to 
college and major in music. If 
that doesn’t work out, probably 
the military.”
At 5:00 p.m., the women’s 
varsity basketball team faced off 
against Ohio Dominican College
and lost 63-76. Brett Bunch- 
kowski, the 13-year-old brother 
of freshman women’s basketball 
team  m em ber Beth Bunch- 
kowski, said, “The coolest thing 
about being a college student is 
that you get to live with your 
friends. The worst thing is the 
dorms; they’re small.”
The men’s varsity team played 
Ohio Dominican at 7:30 p.m. 
Although the Jackets were ahead 
44-41 at halftime and were play­
ing for a capacity crowd, the 
Jackets lost 71-75.
ADO and DOE sponsored 
their annual Cupid’s Bash as the 
final event of the weekend. As 
soon as the game ended, li’l sibs 
and students headed up to the 
Second Floor of the AC to en­
joy soda, bread sticks, and ce­
real mix along with skits, songs, 
and contests.
The interpretive choreography 
by “Men with Guns” was a big
hit w ith the audience who 
seemed to especially appreciate 
renditions o f a bobsled team, 
bacon frying, and a baby being 
born. Skits about disastrous 
pickup lines and terrible first 
dates that do not lead to second 
dates emphasized this year’s 
theme of “One in a million; so 
you’re sayin’ there’s a chance?” 
At the Bash, after two days of 
college life, 10-year-old Gray­
son Cato, friend of freshman
Chad Fires said, “I don’t think 
there’s anything I wouldn’t like 
about being a college student.”
Two o f sophom ore Trent 
Hamilton’s brothers, Tim, 17, 
and Tom, 15, enjoyed their vis­
its. Tim said, “My favorite thing 
about coming to visit is seeing 
and spending time with Trent. 
The best thing about being a col­
lege student is the constant in­
teraction with people at your 
level in life.” Tom said that his 
favorite activity was “getting 
free pizza because my brother 
gives me wedgies.” (SGA chap­
lain Scott Lehr offered pizza gift 
certifica tes during F riday ’s 
chapel to the first li’l sib to ad­
m it his big sib gave him a 
wedgie.) He also enjoyed mak­
ing Trent sleep on the floor 
while he slept in Trent’s bed.
A band led the crowd in praise 
songs between the skits. After 
the skits, ‘99 graduate Andy 
Ziegenfuss, the associate youth 
pastor o f Tri-County Baptist 
Church, gave a presentation 
about how one in a m illion 
chances happen with God.
Senior ADO president 
Amanda Melcher said, “We tar­
get the skits around being hu­
morous, and we also keep in 
mind that there might be un­
saved sibs and guests; that’s why 
we have the praise songs and the 
message.”
Garber critiques popular culture
continued from page 1
“As I reflect on what we’re 
trying to do among Christian 
college students, the more con­
vinced I am that our goal should 
be [to help students realize] that 
beliefs become behavior, that 
doctrines become discipleship,” 
Garber said.
Garber wants students to walk 
away with this quote from Au­
gustine ringing in their ears: 
What do you love? “What really 
matters to you?” Garber asks.
Garber feels that if students act 
on their beliefs, Christian soci­
ety will look different than it 
does now. Garber describes 
Christian culture as compart­
mentalized. “If we live in a frag­
mented culture, our faith will 
conform to our fragmented cul­
ture,” Garber said.
He believes that Christians 
have put their faith into a box 
instead of using it to transform 
their culture. “Salt and light are 
affective commodities,” said 
Garber, using Christ’s examples 
in the book of Matthew.
He claimed that if  the meat 
around us (society) is rotting, it 
is the fault of Christians who live 
in that society and are called to 
act as salt, preserving the soci­
ety instead of watching it destroy 
itself.
Garber claims that Christians 
today feel “beleaguered by the 
culture around us” and are 
avoiding the human public sec­
tor instead of entering it to make 
a difference.
“What part of the world is God 
calling you to love?” Garber 
said.
This question is the type that 
Garber hopes will encourage 
students to act out what they 
believe. He believes that the 
CCCU allows students opportu­
nities to do just that, with over 
one hundred member institu­
tions within the U.S. alone, and 
with study programs such as 
those in Washington D.C., Los 
Angeles, China, Oxford, and 
Latin America. Garber encour­
aged prospective students to find 
out more about the American 
Studies institute in D.C. online.
Garber believes that every 
Christian College student should 
know for sure that he can trust 
the word of God. “If there is one 
thing every Cedarville student 
needs to be aware of, it is that 
God has spoken, and [the Bible] 
is true,” said Garber.
Congratulations
To Gary Shupe and Cheryl Miller. 
The two will marry in April, 2000 
See story page 12
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PHOTO CONTEST
Where on Cedarville’s campus was this photo taken? 
Email your guess to Cedars.
(Fabulous prizes at stake.)
THE You can order
P A tff any chapel
CDR Radio Network message!
90.3 FM Simply stop by the CDR office in the P.O.
to place your order.
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Purple retires for family and rest
C a ro l M ark s 
T h e  P a c if is t
After eight years of service to 
C edarville College, Donna 
Purple retired last week to spend 
more time with her family. For 
the past five years, Purple has 
served as Administrative Assis­
tant to Dean Rickard, the Vice 
President for Student Services.
“I’m retiring early because of 
medical reasons. I just have a few 
good hours a day and I don’t 
want to expend them here at 
work. It’s not that my job’s not 
important, but I’ve missed out on 
a lot o f time with Jessica and 
Jon,” Purple said.
Because of her five-and-a-half- 
year battle with lung cancer, 
Purple has undergone numerous 
cancer treatments. Her current 
treatment is a clinical trial in 
which she receives biological 
therapy every other week, six 
days a week. She said, “Physi­
cally, I ’m just very, very tired 
and drained. I’ve had five and a 
ha lf years o f chemotheraphy 
treatment. I ’ve been on drugs 
more than off.”
Purple’s daughter Jessica will 
turn 16 in April, and she would 
like to be both available and alert 
when Jessica needs her. “This is 
an exciting age [for Jessica],” 
Purple said—and she does not 
want to miss it. “1 want my ca­
reer, but I want to be the care­
taker of my home too. I just can’t 
do it all,” she said. “I realized 
caretaker of the home is what the 
Lord wanted me to do.”
W hile many students have 
seen Purple at her desk in the 
front lobby of Williams Hall, few 
know that she first came to 
Cedarville to serve as an adjunct
English professor and chapel 
clerk. After teaching Basic En­
glish and Composition I for three 
years, Purple left college life to 
teach eighth-grade English at 
Northwestern Middle School in 
Springfield, OH. Purple was di­
agnosed with cancer after com­
pleting a year at Northwestern 
and decided to return  to 
Cedarville to be Dean Rickard’s 
administrative assistant.
The most enjoyable aspect of 
her job in Student Services has 
been her coworkers. “Because of 
a lot of the issues we deal with, 
we’ve become a close, tight-knit 
group. We deal with a lot of dis­
ciplinary and confidential mat­
ters,” Purple said.
Student Services held a recep­
tion to recognize and thank 
Purple for her work in the de­
partment. Open to all faculty and 
staff, the reception was Wednes­
day, Feb. 9, in the Williams 
lobby. Resident Life Director 
Kelly M arsh said, “ It was 
packed the entire time. Donna 
has been an encouragement to 
all who have had contact with 
her. She will be greatly missed 
by all the Student Services staff 
and all those whose lives she has 
touched.”
“I admired her positive out­
look on life, and I know that en­
thusiasm had a positive affect on 
the office environment. I don’t 
say that she was that way in spite 
of her illness—she was just that 
way. She’s ju st an amazing 
lady,” Dean Rickard said. “She 
refused to give in to [the cancer]. 
It caused those around [her] to 
examine our perspectives. She 
has a very special ministry with 
so many people.”
Peg Rickard will finish the 
academic year in Purple’s place.
She has been substituting while 
Purple has been on clinical tri­
als. Since Dean Rickard is retir­
ing in June, he will let Carl 
Ruby, the next Vice President 
for Student Services, choose his 
own administrative assistant.
Diagnosed with Stage 4 termi­
nal lung cancer in 1994, Purple 
is a walking miracle. “The life 
expectancy for me at that time 
was 6-12 months,” she said. 
Even more miraculous is that 
Purple has already surpassed the 
five years that only 13% of lung 
cancer patients have after their 
diagnosis. Purple currently has 
more than 50 tumors in her right 
lung and the area surrounding it. 
While the cancer has not spread 
anywhere else in her body, the 
doctors are carefully watching a 
lymph node next to Purple’s 
liver.
She is one of 15 people on the 
biological therapy clinical trial 
she is now trying and is the only 
lung cancer patient in the group. 
“[Lung cancer] is not really what 
it was designed for,” she said. 
They are the first people to ever 
use this particular treatment. 
While the treatment has kept her 
cancer stabilized, Purple is hop­
ing that over the next few weeks 
the treatment will decrease the 
number and size of the tumors.
Purple said, “Five and a half 
years ago when I was diagnosed, 
we mostly looked at it as totally 
negative, but we’ve seen the 
Lord take it and bring about so 
many positives beyond every­
thing that we could have imag­
ined. I ’ve had many silver lin­
ings to my clouds. Everybody 
will experience trials that [they] 
feel that [they] can’t deal with. 
If you turn them over to Him, 
He will show you that you can.”
Purple graduated from Ten­
nessee Temple, where she met 
her husband Jon Purple, Asso­
ciate Dean of students. “The first 
time we came to Cedarville was 
to interview for a job,” she said. 
The Purples moved to Cedarville 
eight and a half years ago and 
have been involved in college 
life ever since. Purple has given 
dorm devotions in the past and 
hopes to have the time and en­
ergy to volunteer her time in the 
future. “John’s still here; we’re 
still very involved. I don’t want 
to lose that,” Purple said.
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Gary Barker directs Dayton theatrical productiorD;
Mike O’Carroll and Stacy Saville play in The Last Night o f Ballyhoo. Cedarville Pro­
fessor Gary Barker directed the Dayton theatre production. Photo by B. Perkins
G u dlrun  O lso n  
T h e  A r t  C r i t ic
Most heard him mistakenly 
called Gary Bauer in chapel. 
Many would recognize him as 
“that theatre guy.” However, 
few may be aware that Mr. Gary 
Barker recently directed The 
Last Night o f  Ballyhoo for the 
Human Race Theatre at the Loft 
in Dayton.
Barker, Associate Professor of 
Theatre and Communication 
Arts, is also a Resident Artist at 
the Human Race Theatre. Resi­
dent Artist means that the com­
pany values his significant act­
ing contribution and asked him 
to remain in the theatre as a per­
manent fixture.
It was about a year ago that 
Barker first saw the script for 
Alfred Uhry’s Ballyhoo that was 
already scheduled for this sea­
son. ‘;I read it in one sitting,” 
Barker said. “I couldn’t put it 
down. I knew that I had to be 
involved with this.”
Barker was captivated by the 
story of a German Jewish fam­
ily from Atlanta set in 1939, 
when Gone With the Wind was 
debuting in Atlanta and rum­
blings of Adolf Hitler were re­
verberating from halfway across 
the world.
The Freitags’ decidedly non­
Jewish, American lifestyle was 
upset when a certain Joe Farkas 
entered the scene as business 
partner and suitor. He was from 
New York City, proud of his 
Jewish heritage, and a descen­
ded  of “the other kind”: he was 
an Eastern European Jew.
Ballyhoo seemed to fit Barker 
perfectly as a director for three 
reasons. “First, I think it is a play 
that affirms belief,” he said. 
“Knowing what you believe and 
having spirituality is important 
to knowing who you are. I am a 
person o f faith, and I would af­
firm that. Secondly, internal 
prejudice. It’s that thing that 
human beings do— find ‘the 
other’ people; it’s connected to 
injustice, a hot button for me. 
We can see it within Christian­
ity. Most conflicts throughout 
the world are within the same
ethnic group. Lastly— a more 
practical reason— four of the 
seven cast members are young 
people in their early twenties. 
Because of being a college pro­
fessor, I’m used to working with 
young actors.”
The Human Race Artistic Di­
rector agreed with Barker’s rea­
soning and gave him the posi­
tion o f director for Ballyhoo. 
General auditions began in Sept, 
for artists from all over the re­
gion. In October Barker traveled 
to Chicago for more auditions. 
Still not satisfied with some of 
the male roles, Barker flew to 
New York for three days before 
Thanksgiving.
After he made the final deci­
sions, Barker’s cast consisted of 
several Dayton and Cincinnati 
actors; two New York actors, 
one with considerable Broadway 
experience; and two performers 
with roots at Cedarville College.
Stacy Saville, a ’98 graduate 
who is now Company Manager 
at the Human Race, and senior 
Jeremy Brown both had roles in 
the show.
Also active in the play were 
junior production assistant Jason 
Pierson and sophom ore 
dramaturg Wendi Williams.
Barker admitted that he was 
afraid he might be accused of 
nepotism  because so many 
Cedarville students were in­
volved in the show.
“I was uncomfortable with the 
situation,” he said. “It was not 
by -design.” Barker discussed it 
with the Artistic Director who 
told him “not to worry about it.” 
She thought it was an exception 
and that he had not pushed for 
it.
Rehearsals began Jan. 3. The 
show opened Jan. 27 and closed 
Feb. 13.
When asked how he balanced 
being a professor and director, 
Barker said, “Thank heaven for 
fast food. My teaching load just 
sort of happened to be a little 
lighter than Fall and Spring Quar­
ters. I was here doing professor 
stuff during the day, left by five, 
went through a drive-through, ate 
in the car, and stayed at the the­
atre until about 10:30.”
Barker maintained the de­
manding schedule for the three 
weeks until the show began, but 
said he would not have been able 
to handle six weeks.
Brown agreed that the com­
mitment was intense. He said, 
“Trying to do school and hold 
down a professional job was 
very demanding.”
Barker’s students will benefit 
from his latest experience. “I 
learned so much holding audi­
tions in New York and Chi­
cago,” Barker said. “I get to 
bring all this back to the class­
room.”
Ballyhoo received positive re­
views from area critics, includ­
ing Rick Pender of Cincinnati.
Pender wrote, “It’s a pleasant 
revelation to see this show a 
week after the Cincinnati Play­
house opened its version of Bal­
lyhoo. The Cincinnati produc­
tion plays it more broadly, and 
humor is the effect that lingers 
in the mind. In Dayton, director 
Gary Wayne Barker has used the 
intimacy of the Loft Theatre to 
focus a bit more on the drama of 
Southern Jews in 1939 living in 
the Protestant world of Atlanta 
and largely denying their heri­
tage. Oh the humor is still there, 
but because the set is a bit less 
palatial and the actors are physi­
cally closer to the audience, we 
relate to them on a more human 
level.”
Saville also affirmed Barker’s 
skill and the training she re­
ceived while at Cedarville. “I do 
feel very prepared, especially 
under the direction o f Gary 
B arker,” she said. “I think
Cedarville prepares its studei 
so much in the area of inter 
finding a character, understaf 
ing, and thinking about w | 
motivates the character.”
Saville and Barker both 
unteered that the productij 
gave them a unique avenue 
share their beliefs.
“This play has given me I 
opportunity to talk about fait! 
Barker said. “It is a clear ir 
gration of my belief system w| 
my profession. It’s what I tr 
teach in my classes. My oppj 
tunity to be salt and light oi 
came about because I’d built 
a relationship through the qu 
ity of my art. They were will* 
to trust me with this opporl 
nity.’-’ wTDok
Saville echoed Barker’s sejscussed 
timents of integration. “I thii ? 
it’s important for Cedarville st jTT 
dents to realize the impact tl 
we can have in the secul ln a 
world,” she said. “There’s su&nce, 
a need for us to try hard to dc^emin 
quality job because o f w F o r co:
Womewe re representing.
Although Barker’s Bally lb Dr.
is history, Cedarville studeflagreecencecan still take advantage of h a l f ^ ^  
price student rush tickets an hoian^ (j 
before showtime at the Loft af Swine 
Victoria Theatres in Daytoj Dui 
Check victoriatheatre.com fstude: 
more information. “It’s a gre series 
opportunity to see live theatre Sla' 
Barker said. womi
sion,i ,33mn3ciin3 **
C A N C U N  < 
FLO R ID A •
JAJMLAIC 
S- PADu
GUARANTEED BEST PRICES, HOTELS,
I EARN CASH tf  FREE TRIPS!
“ CAMPUS KIP. POSITIONS AVAILABLE
CALL 1-800-327-6013
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er> Doleys, Alison Warren, Miss Joy Fagan, Andrea Patterson, and Christina Hocevar 
r’s Sg'scussed women and ministry with Dr. Mabery-Foster on Feb. 7. Photo by B. Perkins
I thil A n d re a  P a t te r s o n
ille sf C o n tr ib u tin g -  W r i te r
ict tli 6
ecu l In a teleconference appear­
s suance, D allas Theological 
to dcSernmary’s first female profes- 
f  wP0r conversed with Cedarville’s 
^om en and Ministry class.
,/lyhl Or. Lucy M abery-Foster 
uderia^ree<^ t0 Part'c'Pate in a confer-
>fhaienCe c a^ss on Feb- 7.
Mabery-Foster wrote Women 
in 0(*nd the Church, a book from the 
)ft afSwindoll Leadership Library, 
aytoi During the teleconference, the 
m  fi students asked Mabery-Foster a 
i gre> series of personal and controver- 
;atre* s*al questions pertain ing to 
'''omen as they relate to submis­
sion, spiritual gifts, trends in the 
fashion world, and leadership.
When asked about her own 
spiritual gift, Mabery-Foster said 
ihat her gift is pastor/teacher. 
She made it very clear that 
" ’omen should use this gift dif­
ferently than men. Mabery-Fos- 
ter explained that all women in­
volved in the church should 
show an attitude o f  serving 
Christ. She also stated that she
H
feels a woman has authority un­
der the elders or deacons when 
she is put in a leadership role.
Kelly Fisher, a women’s min- 
!stry m inor, said hearing  
Mabery-Foster challenged her to 
he a more diligent student o f the 
Word. “One o f the things that 
she does during her personal 
time with God is memorize 
hooks o f the Bible. That way, 
whether she is on a walk, sitting 
ltl her office, or stuck in traffic 
she can meditate on His Word,” 
Fisher said.
rs
During the interview, Mabery- 
Foster stressed two important 
points. She held up her Bible to 
the monitor and stressed the im­
portance o f finding absolute 
truth when looking at sensitive 
issues. She also said that hav­
ing the Holy Spirit inside them 
requires Christians to be “mod­
els” for others to follow.
Junior Scott Simons asked 
Mabery-Foster how men could 
encourage women to be in ­
volved in church-related minis­
tries. She answered by stress­
ing the importance of encourag­
ing women to use and exercise 
their spiritual gifts. Simons said, 
“I felt that she had a very good 
grasp on the issues facing the 
church today.”
Teleconferencing is expensive 
because of the equipment nec­
essary to communicate via saN 
ellite. Cedarville currently has 
this equipm ent, and Dallas 
Theological Seminary is ex­
pected to have it in the next year. 
John Shrubsole, Cedarville 
Audiovisual Service Manager, 
arranged with Mabery-Foster to 
“meet the class” at Kinko’s in 
Dallas.
Most o f  the 22 students who 
participated in the teleconfer­
ence are in the Women and Min­
istry class, a requirement for 
anyone minoring in women’s 
ministry. About 20 women  
carry this minor.
Joy Fagan, who teaches the 
Women and Ministry class, ex­
pressed her appreciation to 
Mabery-Foster for agreeing to 
participate in this new techno­
logical venture.
Cedar F aces
M urtha K aercher
Student Insurance Coordinator
Patterson Health Clinic
Date and place of birth: March 21, 
1942 in Little Rock, Arkansas.
When did you move to Ohio? We
moved here the first time in 1979. We 
left in 1981 and moved back again in 
1985.
How long have you worked at 
Cedarville College? Twelve years.
What drew you to this field? Our sons 
were in college and I was looking for 
something full time, but I didn’t want to 
work during the summer. This job 
opened up and I found my niche.
W T
Describe the schooling you’ve had:
Bachelor of Science from North Dakota 
State University—my major is in Food 
and Nutrition.
What is the biggest struggle you 
encounter in your occupation?
When I have to tell students and parents 
that there is no coverage for their 
particular problem. It’s so hard not to be 
able to help.
How did you meet your husband? In
Sunday school. He was in eighth grade 
and I was in seventh. We started dating a 
month before I turned sixteen and got 
married six and a half years later—after 
we graduated from college.
What is your favorite Valentines Day 
memory? Our first date was on 
Valentines Day, 1958.1 still remember 
the dress I wore.
What is your favorite flower? My
favorite flower is a peony.
How many children do you have? We
have two sons. Both are graduates of 
Cedarville.
If you had a magic carpet, where 
would you choose to be transported to?
New Zealand or Switzerland.
What is your favorite film? Pride and 
Prejudice from BBC and The Heiress.
Do you have any hobbies? I do a lot of 
cross-stitch. I also love to read; my 
favorite book is always whatever one I’m 
reading at the time.
What is your most memorable 
childhood experience? When my dad 
bought me my first two-wheeled bike. I t . 
was blue and white and beautiful. I must 
have been in the second or third grade.
What is your favorite wintertime 
activity? Being home and drinking tea 
with my husband in front of our wood 
burning stove.
What are your goals for the future?
One of the goals my husband and I have 
is to maintain a healthy and active 
lifestyle. It is also important to us to 
spend as much time as possible with our 
children and grandchildren. But our 
major goal as a couple right now is to cut 
down on being so busy and have more 
time for the two of us—we’re trying to 
find a balance. If you don’t have a goal, 
you’ll never reach it.
If you could ask Dr. Dixon one 
question, what would it be? I have often 
wondered how he has the energy to do 
what he does.
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Seven years is the perfect number for Matt Hermiz
D a n  M in e r  
C o n tr ib u t in g -  W r i te r
Los Angeles, seven years, and 
Shakespeare seemingly have 
nothing in common — unless 
you know Matt Hermiz: scholar, 
full-time student, and amateur 
filmmaker.
I recently had a conversation 
with Matt Hermiz. A senior’s 
senior at Cedarville, he has been 
here for seven years (on and off, 
of course).
Beginning his college career 
in 1993 without declaring a 
major, Hermiz studied for two 
years before he took a hiatus.
Q: So Matt, i t ’s taken you  
quite awhile to finish here; why?
A: “I needed to take two years 
off from this place to get my 
bearings again. To be honest, I 
wasn’t ready coming out of high 
school to take on college life. It 
was a good thing. During those 
two years, I really grew up.”
Q: Well, what happened when 
you returned to the Cedarville?
A: “It was a difficult read­
justment at first. I found that 
most of my friends had grad­
uated, but as I began to immerse 
myself into the theatre program 
again, God was faithful and 
brought new people into my 
life.”
Q: So I  understand that you 
spent some time out in L.A.?
A: “I had the opportunity last 
quarter to study at the Los 
Angeles Film Studies Center, [a 
program  affiliated  with the 
Council for Christian Colleges 
and Universities], I was afforded 
the opportunity to intern at a 
Hollywood production company 
and learn about the crart of film 
making.”
Hermiz made several short 
films and spent his days working 
at W ind Dancer Films, the 
Production Com pany who 
created the popular TV show, 
Home Improvement.
“Working for Wind Dancer, I 
mostly read screenplays and 
wrote coverages, [a fancy way
to say a book report on the 
screenplays read],” Hermiz said. 
“This really helped me to 
understand the lifeblood o f 
Hollywood: the screenplay. 
Screenplays are like gold out 
there, th ere ’s not a single 
industry player who doesn’t have 
to know screenplays, from the 
agents to the actors, all the way 
to the directors and producers. 
T h a t’s why the w riter is so 
important.”
Q: So is that what you want to 
do, write?
A: “Although I’ve flirted with 
that idea, and I did write the 
screenplays for my short films, I 
believe my strength is in 
translating the written word, or 
b lueprin t, into the th ree­
dimensional world, which is the 
film itself. So, I guess that’s a 
fancy way to say that what I 
really want to do is direct.”
Q: So, Hermiz, now that you 're 
back at Cedarville, what are you 
up to?
A: “Finally, I ’m in my last 
quarter at Cedarville. That’s a 
good feeling. Most of my time 
now is spent working on my 
senior recital. I t’s quite the 
process; at tim es, i t ’s over­
whelming.”
Q: So what exactly are you 
doing fo r  this recital?
A: “The title of my recital is 
Everybody's Shakespeare. It’s an 
exploration into the B ard’s 
influence in Western society. I 
know that sounds a bit academic, 
but it’s going to be a really fun 
time. There’s a lot of humor, a 
good old-fashioned battle of the 
sexes, and some in teresting 
thoughts on spirituality.”
Q: Sounds like a blast, when 
is it?
A: “March 3, at 7:00pm. It’s 
in Alford, and people should 
come because, hey, it’s free, and 
it’s only an hour long. That’s 
Shakespeare for free—you can’t 
beat that.”
Q: Well, Matt, what’s in the 
future?
A: “Obviously, I would love 
to make films. I think now is a
great time for a moral voice in 
film. I t ’s d ifficu lt though; 
filmmaking requires money. 
And being a college student, the 
funds are a little short, to say the 
least. However, technology, 
being what it is, the tools of the 
trade are becom ing more 
accessib le, even for young 
upstarts like myself. The rise of 
digital video will help me attain 
my dreams without having to 
work w ithin the traditional 
Hollywood framework.”
So, after a long and winding 
road, filled with many twists 
and turns, Hermiz has finally 
come to the end.
He is looking forward to the 
culmination of his work in the 
form of his senior recital and 
anxiously awaits the future.
M I S S I O N
Seniors & Graduates 
Vocalist Position Available
For more information, call Rob at World Help. (800) 541-6691, ex. 119 
Auditions are now in progress and final decisions will be made May 1.
We are offering: What we are looking for:
♦ Singing and m inistry ♦ Mature individual
opportunities ♦ Gifted vocalist
♦ Travel opportunities ♦ Non-student
Deeper involvem ent in 
World M issions
♦ enjoys extensive  
travel
♦ Positions on East or West 
Coast
♦ Salary-based position  
with benefits
♦ Sound technician  
spot also available
Senior Matt Hermiz spent Fall Quarter in California with Wind Dancer Film ProduC 
tions. He will be graduating this fall after seven years at Cedarville. Photo by B. Perkin
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B arn abe  C osvtherine C alfleen  C ow vin
O ne M ile north o f  Y e llo w  Springs on Route 68  
Open 7 days a w eek  3 2 5 -0 6 2 9
z 44 couples take the plunge and get Fit To Be Tied
C ara  A n d e r s o n  
S ta f f  W r i te r
“Velcro” couples abound. It’s 
Valentines Day season and ro­
mance is in the air. But for 44 
Cedarville couples, “sticking 
together” has become a serious 
lifetime goal. They are involved 
in Fit To Be Tied (FTBT), a pro­
gram at Cedarville College de­
signed to prepare engaged stu­
dents for marriage.
Begun in 1994 by members 
of Counseling Services, Student
i
 Services, Campus Activities, 
and Christian Ministries, the 
program offers group sessions 
covering the biblical basis for 
marriage, communication, fi­
nances, personality, and inti­
macy. For practical preparation, 
students counsel individually 
duC with a mentor couple from the 
•kin college.
— i With their wedding coming 
up on Mar. 4, juniors Michael 
Hauser and Jasmine Robinson 
are willing to work hard for the 
years ahead. “Jasmine and I felt 
that we need to get as much in­
put and ‘training’ as possible 
before heading into marriage,” 
Hauser said. “It is not something 
that we should be blase about. 
We feel that we should be do­
ing all that we can to prepare 
ourselves, and FTBT is an ex­
cellent way to prepare and leam 
about the union of marriage.” 
Hauser also remembers the 
biblical attitude of submission. 
“Many couples neglect the idea 
of premarital counseling,” he 
said. “ I believe that this is 
mostly the guy’s fault because 
he usually figures that he knows 
it all. Wake up guys, you know 
nothing. Swallow your pride 
and start learning to live by the 
standard of ‘ What is best for my 
wife?’ and ‘How can I make this 
relationship more godly?’ Mar­
riage is something that no one 
really knows anything about 
until they are there. It’s time for 
the guys to lose their pride and 
start looking out for their wives-' 
to-be,” he said.
In a group as large as this 
year’s program, there are plenty 
of engagement stories. Junior 
Jud Neer and sophomore Sara 
Schenk may truly believe in
Juniors Michael Hauser and Jasmine Robinson are one of 44 couples in the Fit To Be Tied program this year. Photo by B. Perkins
though this ministry is not meant 
to replace pastoral counseling, 
sometimes it is the only means 
for couples to obtain this kind 
of help. For those who will be 
able to work with their pastor, 
FTBT both supplements and 
complements that instruction.”
Potter recommends the pro­
gram to any engaged couple. 
“To top it all off, the cost and 
time commitment is really quite 
minimal,” he said. “For couples 
who plan to spend the rest of 
their lives together, it is a small 
price to pay for life-long re­
turns.”
Ahlgrim agrees. “The wed­
ding day is a moment in time as 
it relates to the adventure of mar­
riage. Gathering skills are cru­
cial in the exciting and chall­
enging journey. FTBT offers 
couples the opportunity to leam 
and develop these skills.”
FTBT aims to encourage, in­
struct, and prepare couples for 
both the happiness and the dif­
ficulties that lie ahead. In order 
to be involved in the Fit To Be 
Tied program in the 1999-2000 
school year, couples must plan 
to marry in 2000, and get en­
gaged by March 31. While some 
students have fiances who do 
not attend Cedarville, both part­
ners attend sessions and mentor 
meetings. For additional infor­
mation on this organization, visit 
the Fit To Be Tied website at: 
w w w . c e d a r v i l l e . e d u /  
student_org/fit
“love at first sight.” They met in 
the summer of 1998 and were 
engaged four weeks later. Their 
two years of engagement, in­
cluding FTBT, has been time to 
prepare for their wedding on 
July 15,2000.
Neer and Schenk most appre­
ciate the glimpse into a real-life 
marriage that FTBT provides. “I 
loved spending time with our 
mentors, the M appes,” Neer 
said. “Neither Sara nor I knew 
Dr. and Mrs. Mappes before we 
visited them for the first time, 
but we’ve had the most delight­
ful time with them. I really think 
the mentor program is a neat 
thing that really will help young 
couples see what married life is 
really like,” he said.
Senior Elisabeth Morris and 
1999 graduate Paul DiCuirci 
will also be getting married on 
July 15. “We both love FTBT,” 
Morris said. “We especially love 
the times that we share with our 
mentors, the Rickards, who are 
fabulous. We meet them for 
breakfast at their home on Sat­
urday mornings. They give us 
real advice, stuff that we will 
use. I feel so comfortable with 
them, and they have become 
such a big part of our lives,” she 
said. Morris and DiCuirci were 
asked to be student leaders, and 
appreciate the opportunity to 
help out. “FTBT was a great 
choice,” they said.
A number of faculty and staff 
volunteer their time to the pro­
gram because they desire to help 
these marriages get off to a great 
start. Mrs. Sandra Entner of 
Counseling Services shares her 
knowledge of personality trends 
with the students. “It is distress­
ing to see the number of mar­
riages that are ending in divorce, 
especially when we leam that the 
same statistics apply to Christian 
marriages,” Entner said. “FTBT 
is designed to help students build 
strong marriages by looking thor­
oughly at issues before they get 
married.
The testing, sem inars, and 
mentorships help students look at 
their relationships realistically so 
they can build their strengths and 
be aware of pitfalls that destroy 
marriages. The old adage ‘and 
they lived happily ever after’ 
only happens in fairy tales. Good 
relationships should include a lot 
o f fun, but life is a mixture of 
good and difficult times, and 
couples need to be able to adjust 
to the circumstances of life,” she 
said.
Mrs. Kim Ahlgrim, also in 
Counseling Services, focuses on 
com m unication betw een the 
couples. “After 30 minutes of 
premarital counseling, a pastor 
said to my husband and I, ‘You 
are ready for marriage.’ He was 
wrong. We lacked many skills 
that we ended up developing af­
ter we were married ... thus my 
passion for helping engaged 
couples. In my session I get to 
teach the couples how to create 
a healthy foundation in commu­
nication and conflict resolution. 
I even have them practice some 
of the ‘fighting’ techniques dur­
ing the session—it is great fun 
to watch them,” she said.
Personal experiences also mo­
tivate Counselor John Potter, 
who speaks on finances. “The 
depth and breadth o f  the 
[program’s] information would 
have further helped us when my 
wife and I were at that stage in 
our relationship,” he said. “Al­
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Akerberg, Arik Adam 
Allen, Brenda Jane 
Anglund, Dana Christopher 
Ayers, Alicia Marie 
Bailey, John Thomas 
Baxter, Rebekah Louise 
Beatty, Sandra Kate 
Belding, Amy Marie 
Bennett, Stacie Renee 
Billsby, Chad Ryan 
Blalock, Michele Clarice 
Blosser, Daniel Mark 
Borries, Kevin Charles 
Bozzuto, Matthew P 
Brame, Michael Allan 
Brooks, Bethany Lynn 
Burch, Kristie Joy 
Chatfield, Lindsay Sara 
Compton, John Nathaniel 
Copella, Margaret E. 
Cortina, Melissa Ann 
Coulson, Rhoda Lynn 
Craig, Kevin C.
Cross, Daniel James 
Cummings, Sarah Elizabeth 
Curts, Sarah Emilene 
Daniel, Joshua O. 
Dannemiller, Linda Lou 
Davidson, Danielle K. 
Davis, Dana Katherine 
De Hart, Paul K. 
Dellert, Nancy Lynn 
Dixon, Abby Michelle 
Edwards, Michelle B. 
Elwell, Jason S.
Ewig, Erin J. 
Farwell, Anna Christine 
Favorite, Holly Nicole 
Felmlee, Adam Guy 
Flory, Marisa Dyan 
Foote, Nathan P. 
Frazee, Leah Michelle 
Frazier, Brent Ryan 
Futoran, Benjamin Joseph 
Glessner, Jana S. 
Grigson, Christopher A 
Gulledge, Daniel Clifton 
Haynes, Lyanne Elizabeth 
Helman, Christopher R 
Hirschelman, Stacy M. 
Ingersoll, Jennifer Ann 
Jenks, William Hamilton 
Kilgore, Sara E. 
Kinney, Richard Paul 
Kirby Jr., Mark William 
Kolawole, Kikelomo A 
Krygowski, Adam Charles 
Leverson, Kevin R. 
Lewis, Nelson Tyndale 
Lietzow, Rebecca M. 
Majka, Hattie Louise 
Manchester Jr., Donald R 
Marshall, David Dana 
McDonnell, Brendan David 
McKinney, Joshua Daniel 
Minier, Keith Lawerence 
Moore, Sarah Joyce 
Moynihan, Jeanne C. 
O’Connell, Karin L. 
Paulick, Joshua Alan 
Pendergrass, Lisa Beth 
Ramey, Shanna Lee 
Richardson, Rachel Ann 
Rives, Samuel David 
Ropp, Timothy A. 
Sampsel, Brian Robert 
Scheid, James William 
Schrock, Lisa Jean 
Sellers, Teresa Renae 
Shaver, Dana Matthew 
Sinzinger, Nicole R. 
Smith, Carissa Kaye 
Smith, J. Nathan 
Sorensen, Dale William
1999 Deans List
Stedge, John Park 
Stephens, William Daniel 
Stoltenberg, Carla D. 
Stoner, Santino David 
Strong, Brian David 
Thirey, Micah Jacob 
Topp, Elizabeth Diane 
VanHart, Tiffany Nicole 
VanWingerden, Jolene N 
Vink, Rachel Danielle 
Wagner, Lindsay Michelle 
Wawro, Megan Jean 
Weldon, Staci JoAnn 
Wentz, Eric C.
Fox, Kelly S.
Williamson, Lynnette Jane 
Wolters, Jan-Harm W.
Worth, Heather J. 
Wortley, Jennifer Lynn 
Wright, Daniel A. 
Wright, Nathan Weyer 
Yehnert, Heidi Michelle 
Yingling, Adam J. 
Yohannan, Jaya 
Zell, Jodi Lynn 
Barker, Melanie R. 
Barnes, Ashley Michelle 
Bauman, Zipporah 
Bills, Nycole DeAnn 
Bridges, Michelle R. 
Brown, Jeremy Ryan 
Brown, Susan Elizabeth 
Buehner, Katie Ruth 
Bunger, Lori Lynn 
Carpenter, Nicole Stacy 
Carter, Richard Yong 
Castellani, Jennifer Lynn 
Childers, Nathan R. 
Cliffe, Amy L. 
Commons, Tracy William 
Compton, Deborah Joy 
Cook, Alicia Marguerite 
Cooley, Angela Marie 
Culpepper, Ryan Patrick 
DeSantis, Rebecca Lynn 
Eaton, Suzanne Elizabeth 
Edwards, Matthew Robert 
Eikhoff, Nathan Scott 
Foltz, Denelda Alison 
Fortener, Nicole Elise 
Foster, Lorraine G. 
Garver, Brian Gregory 
Gideon, Christina M. 
Gingrich, Andrew S. 
Gowdy, Elizabeth Anne 
Guptill, Aamie Louisa 
Hager, Aleesha A. 
Hamilton, Philip T. 
Hand, Stephen Kyle 
Hauser, Michael R. 
Heffner, Robyn Cheree . 
Heflin, Christina Rene 
Henderson, Julie R. 
Hofmann, Matthew S. 
Hohman, Andrew Philip 
Holiday, Jana Ruth 
Houck, Joanna R. 
Jaskilka, Mark S. 
Kanzeg, Sarah E. 
Kelleher, Christopher L.
Kemp, Heather N. 
Kepner, Katie Blessing 
Kibbe, Michael Harrison 
King, Karen J.
Kleis, Jonathan E. 
Kocher, Todd A. 
Koerbel, Michael Leigh 
Kok, Heidi Lee 
Loh, Esther S. 
Ludema, Courtney Leone 
Lutz, Jessica Joy 
Lyons, Diana Margaret 
McKinney, Elizabeth Diane 
McLeod, Joel David
Meyers, Hannah Beth 
Mied, Rebecca Maude 
Mitchell, Rachel E 
Mitchell, Todd Mattem 
Mohrland, Meghan Anne 
Morgan, Joshua C. 
Muoio, Jeremy J. 
Myers, John Michael 
Nicholl, Natalie Michelle 
Olson, Steven M. 
Parlett, Geoffrey Paul 
Pfau, Heather Ann 
Phillips, James C 
Platt, Casey 
Primo, Angela Marie 
Quinn, Julie Anne 
Rainsberger, Daniel L. 
Reed, Amy Jennifer 
Rives, Hannah Rachel 
Robinson, Joanna L. 
Robinson, Mindy Jo 
Scott, Nicole Lynne 
Seals, David Lee 
Senseney, LeeAnn Joy 
Seward, Melissa Ann 
Shifflett, William C 
Shinko, Meredith A. 
Siddall, Allison Marie 
Smith, Jason Michael 
Snider, Cara Lyn 
Stankiewicz, Jennifer Jo 
Stark, Tammy Beth 
Stevenson, Jessica Rayne 
Strychalski, Joseph R. 
Taylor, Joel G. 
Thomas, Nicole R. 
Thomas, Paul David 
Thomson, Brian D. 
Turner, Lori Jane 
Van Winkle, Julie E 
Webster, Michelle Louise 
West, Jennifer S. 
Whitely, Lisa 
Williams, Rachel F. 
Willis, Roderick C. 
Wills, Jessica M. 
Winn, Jonathan William 
Witmer, Katherine Anne 
Witt, Michal Elizabeth 
Wright, David A. 
Yerk, Kristie Michelle 
Young, Kevin Matthew 
Zimmermann, Sara Kay 
Baxter, Deborah Suzanne 
Cole, Charity L. 
Goodbar, JeriAnn 
Lampton, Michael David 
'  Millet, Rebekah Ruth 
Probus, Cynthia Marie 
Summers, Derek J. 
Thaman, Patrick A. 
Treadwell, Mark T. 
Albertson, Heather Ann 
Allen, Hannah Jael 
Allen, Sarah Marie 
Andrews, Corrine M. 
Baker, Jamie Luella 
Baldwin, Christina S 
Baratta, Jessica A. 
Bennett, Sandra Ann 
Berry, Sabrina Ann 
Bodden, Erika 
Boyd, Kelly E. 
Brewster, Megan V. 
Brown, Candice J. 
Brownlee, Suzanne Lyn 
Bruno, Jacqueline P. 
Buchanan, David Wesley 
Burson, Jonathan J. 
Campbell, Karen Delayne 
Carr, Matthew L. 
Cheney, Andrew Stephen 
Christofer, Brenon G. 
Coble, Jenny Susanne
Collins, Jonathan Mark 
Cook, Susanna Joy 
Corbin, Amber Dawn 
Cullip, Andrew Dale 
Dannemiller, Melissa May 
DeGarmo, Rebekah Dianne 
Degnan, Allison Rene 
Delaney, Kenneth Robert 
Denton, Rachelle Marie 
DeVoll, Kathryn A 
Diehl, Carrie Elizabeth 
Driesbach, Dawn Nicole 
DuFault, Kimberly Siegel 
Dunn, Amanda E. 
Earley, Megan Janel 
Ellis, Danelle Grace 
Fawcett, Julia Leonora 
Flood, Jennifer Joy 
Flynn, Jessica Lee Ann 
Freeman, Mark W. 
Fullerton, Christina J. 
Garver, Dayna Corinn 
Gaynier, Sarah Elizabeth 
Gedraitis, Sara Ann 
Gilliam, Vanessa Lynn 
Goheen, Glori Anna 
Gration, Jennifer Lynn 
Grigorenko, Corrie Lynn 
Grissom, Rebecca Anna
Hammond, Michael Anthony 
Hancock, Jillianne C. 
Harrell, Brooke E. 
Hatfield, Danielle Janae 
Hazlak, Rebekah S. 
Heath, Leanne Priscilla 
Heaton, Molly Ruth 
Henderson, Christine L. 
Herd, Amanda Leah 
Hill, Christa D. 
Hjembo, Karl Tengel 
Hlad, Amanda Nicole 
Holmes, Krista Joy 
Holtzclaw, Kristian J 
Howe, Christine Michelle 
Hummitzsch, Laura Ann 
Hutchins, Samuel Eric 
Iden, Abigail Carol . 
Jenkins, Erica Susan 
Jensen, Rebecca Marie 
Johnson, James Stephen 
Johnson, Kaley Dianne 
Johnson, Kathryn K. 
Jones, Britney Ann 
Keane, Kerry Elizabeth 
Kear, Denise Rachel 
Kenyon, Kandace Nan 
Kickbusch, Kyle K. 
Kirkland, Cortney Amanda 
Kocher, Robert S. 
Kuvshinikov, Barbi Joy 
Leatherman, Rebecca Lynn 
Lepp, Karie 
Linden, Tiffany Ann 
Livingston, Hannah M 
Livingston, Katherine Ann 
Lloyd, James Philip 
Loudermilk, Tracy Marie 
Lowstetter, Michael W. 
Lucarini, Christopher D 
Lutz, Robert T. 
Madsen, Jennifer Lyn 
Malone, Katherine Elissa 
Mapes, Karen E. 
Marlier, Katie L.
Marsh, Nathaniel Lynn 
Mast, Angela N.
McGunnigal, Kathleen Lynn 
McKay, Kelly Jeanne 
McLaughlin, Amanda E 
Meckley, Scott R.
Mikel, Tammy Lee 
Miller, Haley Jo 
Mitchell, Heather Lea 
Mohler, Timothy Philip
Moore, Elizabeth Susan 
Moore, Michelle Eileen 
Morris, Elisabeth A. 
Morris, Kimberly Dawn 
Neer, Kelly Suzanne 
Nelson, Jennifer Marie 
OefTinger, Amanda Lyn 
Olbrich, Christine Lynn 
Philyaw, Amber L. 
Pierson, Michael Scott 
Pohlman, Lindsay Sarah 
Prince, Kristen Claire 
Proper, Marlena Venice 
Reid III, Matthew Joseph 
Reno, Amy E.
Rill, Brent Allen 
Robin, Melissa J. 
Rock, Kristi Elizabeth 
Rorex, Adam David 
Rotman, Douglas Matthew 
Schiavo, Dana Marie 
Schierloh, Kristin Claire 
Schlappi, Gabriel Daniel 
Schwartz, Constance A 
Shearer, Jill Aliena 
Shev, Janelle Renee 
Smith, Kristie E. 
Smith, Nicole Marie 
Smith, Sharon Raye 
Smith, Stephen James 
Spanagel, Dan Robert 
Spradlin, Christopher D 
Stauffer, Sheena Ella 
Steiner, Kelsie Lynn 
Stewart, Edward Mosbacker 
Stewart, Rebekah Sue 
Stokes, Christopher R 
Swanson, Jonathan Douglas 
Tate, Bethany J. 
Terlouw, Karen Marie 
Thompson, Patricia Anne 
Thorsen, Philip E. 
Tidwell, Stephen Edward 
Tong, Jennifer Marie 
Trout, Julie A.
Tubbs, Justin Eugene 
Twigg, Amy M. 
Tyson, Kelly Ann 
Vallowe, Erin Anne 
Vogt, Renae Ann 
Volpe, Rachel Maria 
Weaver, Jennifer Suzanne 
Wendler, Kristil Jewel 
Whitley, Elizabeth M 
Wiersma, Rebekah J. 
Wilhelm, Synthia Ann 
Williams, Joshua Jonathan 
Winfield, Sherri Lynn 
Wortman, Tami Suzanne 
Wright, Gillian E. 
Yahara, Shelley Marie 
Yoder, Kimberly Renee 
Ziegenfuss, Leah R. 
Black, David Charles 
Bonham, Jennifer C 
Meunier, Kelly Anne 
Daiello Jr., Michael Lee 
Edlund, Kimberly Sue 
Evans, Mary Elizabeth 
Hager, Charlotte Ann 
Halleland, Rachel Louise 
Hoober, Aaron Micah 
Landau, Julie Nicole 
Madsen, Noelle Marie 
Momingstar, David Dean 
Ohlinger, Justin T.
Ott, Teresa M. 
Ransom, Loren Theodore 
Russell, Micah Scott 
Stats, Tiffani Kristina 
Stephens, Wesley Roland 
Stone, Jesse Elwood 
Wentzell, Kelly Louise 
Wood, Jennifer Jean
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Anderson, Paul M. 
Augustus, Elizabeth Ann 
Bailey, Mellie Marie 
Bartlett, Joanna Sue 
Baugher, Benjamin D. 
Beattie, Amanda Lynn 
Bennett, Andrew L. 
Bennett, David M. 
Bilodeau, Kristina S 
Bossard, Jeremy Alec 
Bouwens, Randall Joel 
Britton, Benjamin Raymond 
Brossoit, Melanie Lynn 
Brower, Jayme Melany 
Brown, Aaron Christopher 
Burman, Lindsay M. 
Calo, Christopher Joseph 
Carl, Becca L.
Carlton, Stephanie Jill 
Collins, Mark Alan 
Coon, Tina M.
Craig, Adam John Walter 
Culver, Lisa Ann 
Daniels, Sarah Beth 
Davis, Kara R. 
de Boer, Elizabeth A. 
Diggle, John H.
Duda, Sarah Faith 
Dudick, David Edward 
Dunn, Sarah Marie 
Fenton, Timothy Wilbur 
Flenar, Amanda Joy 
Frey, Brett Jason 
Friesen, Melissa Jean 
Garrett, Matthew Richard 
Gilchrist, Sarah 
Gilmour, Timothy Paul 
Gombis, Leah E. 
Grigorenko, Andrea Renee 
Gross, Meredith Ann 
Flail, Jason Alan 
Hilbish, Julia Annette 
Hoghe, Adrienne L. 
Hokuf, Bronson D. 
Hollins, Joel Patrick 
Holzmann, Laura K. 
Homback, Jesse Raymond 
Hourani, Lara Mae 
Johnson, Joshua Heath 
Keilman, Bethany L. 
King, Andrea M.
Kiser, Chadwick Landon 
Lamb, Jared Wayne 
Law, Jeremy Robert 
Leukhardt, William H. 
Lewis, Rachael Renee 
Lutes, Jennifer L. 
Magnuson, Jesse Kurt 
Manaresi, Loris Thomas 
Mansfield, Katie Rae 
Mapes, Allison R. 
Mapes, Kimberly R. 
Marler, Eric Lawrence 
Masser, Jeremy Robert 
Mattson, Jonathan Allan 
Maybury, Heather Marie 
Maybury, Rubie Sue 
McDaniel, Erin Elisabeth 
McManness, Jessica L. 
Metzler, Kristin Gale 
Miller, James Michael 
Miller, Rachel Lynette 
Mohler, Rachael E. 
Moore Jr., Kenneth Jay 
Moseley, Stephen C. 
Mummert, Philip Paul 
Neer, Judson Dwight 
Nehus, Edward Jerome 
Neises, Brian J.
Neu, Jonathan M. 
Nickerson 11, Lloyd Emery 
O’Connell, Kelly Ann 
Otsuji, Molly Marie 
Perkins, Brandon Douglas 
Pheasant, Jeremy S. 
Philip, Jyoti 
Pierre, Daniel J. 
Pollock, Sarah Louise 
Powell, Jeffrey Lyal 
Reber, Melanie Allison 
Recktenwald, Christopher
Recktenwald, Geoffrey D 
Reno, Joseph Loren 
Rittgers, Sarah Louise 
Ruberg, Maranatha Lee 
Ruhlman, Scott David 
Rulapaugh, Katherine G 
Savage, Gretchen Touma 
Schnake, Caleb E. 
Schoonover, Rebecca L. 
Schumacher, Jeffrey Wayne 
Schut, Christina Renee 
Secor, Jennifer Diane 
Shaw, Aaron David 
Skurdal, Benjamin David 
Smith, Matthew L. 
Spikes, Aaron Robert 
Springer, Sabrina Anne 
Steingass, Katherine Joy 
Sutton, Timothy P. 
Thomas, Monica Paige 
Thompson, Rachel E 
Tomkinson, Sara B. 
Tsermengas, Sarah J.
Van Heukelum, Bradley A.
VanTreese, Michael J 
Vaughan, Scott Patterson 
Walker, Jennifer M. 
Wamken, Adam Reynolds 
Weeks, Ann E. 
Weygand, Nathanael Wade 
Whygle, Danielle Yvonne 
Wilson, Andrew M. 
Yearley, Eric Jason 
Zedwick, Amber Dawn 
Zimmermann, Amy S. 
Allen, Kara Janel 
Anderson, Cara Joy 
Apple, Jennifer Lyn 
Arimura, Amiee A. 
Barben III, Jack G. 
Barrett, Benjamin Mark 
Barshinger, David Paul 
BeVier, Nathanael Paul 
Bizzoco, Lauren A. 
Blakey, Joseph M. 
Bontrager, Rachel Diane 
Bupp, Joanna T. 
Burgman, Michael David 
Cameron, Scott B. 
Cannon, Robyn Rebekah 
Carl, Joy Sharon 
Clark, Ben Alderman M 
Compton, Christine M 
Cook, Jennifer C. 
Cooley, Brett Charles 
Coon, Brian C. 
Cooper, Leah Ruth 
Creamer, Andrea Dawne 
Culler, Christa Marie 
Culver, Jonathan David 
Cunningham, Dana Aliel 
Curts, Adria Marie 
Dato, Cathy Lynn 
Deaton, James Edward 
Detwiler, Kristen Ann 
Einfeldt, Ryan Allynn 
Endicott, Andrea Kay 
Estes, Joel David 
Farley, Bethany Ann 
Flenar, Sarah E. 
Friend, Summer Jean 
Fry, Thomas Charles 
Gehring Jr., Allen S. 
Gentry, Mary Jane 
Gillespie, Gina D. 
Graves, Shawn M. 
Grossman, Carla Mae 
Hague, Caleb Michael 
Harriman, Jessica Renee 
Harrison, Amy Renea 
Hayner, Mark A. 
Heale III, Kenneth J. 
Hilgeman, Jason Michael 
Hill, Jessica Lynn 
Holland, Jason Scott 
Holmes, Jennifer Lee 
Hume, Allison Laura 
Jenista, Margaret Jane 
Johnson, Whitney Deanne 
Karr, Keith Raymond 
Keller, Kristen Renee
Kibelbek, Nathan M. 
Kirby, Robert John 
Kline, Stephanie M. 
Knudson, Karen M. 
Kocher, Robert Jay 
Lemmon, Katherine Anne 
Mao, Jessica Lemei 
Marrs, Daniel Jacob 
Mason, Tristan W. 
Masterson, Katherine E 
McCracken, Matthew R 
McCune, Adam Tinsley 
McMurray, Sharon E 
McMurray, Stephen Mark 
Miller, Timothy D. 
Minahan, Michael 
Mitchell, Benjamin J.
Morris, Krista Joy 
Mullen, Amanda Lynn 
Murray, Davina Michelle 
Nasman, Rebecca Colby 
Nelson, Matthew Eric 
Neumann, Kristin Erica 
Patrick, Jordan Scott 
Pearson, Steven A. 
Pellowe, Jon Todd 
Perkins, Kelsey Suzanne 
Phipps, Timothy James 
Powell, Nicholas Andrew 
Price, Laura Faith 
Redinger, Kellie M. 
Reemtsma, Alison Kay 
Reno, Rachel Elisabeth 
Reynolds, Clifford L 
Rost, Alyssa Ruth 
Rudd, Angela J. 
Ruffin, Casey Lee 
Ruff, Ryan J. 
Schafer, Grayden Paul 
Schuh, Rachel M. 
Seachrist, Beth Elaine 
Shank, Katrina Anne 
Smith, Jennifer Dawn 
Sparks, Timothy Aaron 
Sprankle, Carolyn Ann 
Sproul, Heidi Elizabeth 
Steitler, Charles Wayne 
Stephens, Shawn Elizabeth 
Stewart, William H. 
Stiegelmeier, David A. 
Straits, Christopher M.
Swan, Donna Lynn 
Tillett, Lucas Matthew 
Tillett, Wesley Jason 
Townsend, Timothy David 
Urban, Jennifer Rose 
Vanlier, Michael Paul 
Vigeant, Cheri Lynne 
Vogel, Ryan J. 
Waggoner, Brittany Ann 
Weaver, Jennifer Lynn 
Weber, Erin Elizabeth 
Weston, James Brock 
Wheeler, Amanda A. 
Whited, David Wayne 
Willett, Kyle James 
Williams, Wendi Sue 
Wotring, William Garrett 
Wright, Heidi Hope 
Wright, Sharon L. 
Wyse, Mark Alan 
Yale, Robert N. 
Yamell, Jaime Alisha 
Bailey, Jack Weston 
Fourman, David Eugene 
Hills, Sarah Ann 
Hirschelman, Robert W 
Lehman, Suzanne Lynn 
Nehus, Erin M. 
Summers, Rebecca I. 
Vanlier, Michele Lynn 
Weaver, Beth Ann 
Wolters, Julia Elizabeth 
Allen, Danette May 
Ambrosius, Nicole Lynn 
Ament, Jennifer Elaine 
Baker, Janelle L. 
Barlow, Tami Jo 
Barron, Kelly L. 
Beckett, Kristi Lee 
Bennett, Melissa Ann
Billings, Kelly Lynn 
Bohl, Emily Eileen 
Bolinger III, John J. 
Bontrager, Joyce Lynette 
Bower, Pamela M.
Boyce, Kelly A. 
Brooks, Angela Beth 
Brown, Charlianne Renee 
Brownlee, Valerie D. 
Bryant, Lae! Newton 
Burgett, Brooke Ellen 
Calhoun, Garilyn Kae 
Carveth, Lori Marie 
Chiarelli, Michelle Dawn 
Chiu, Vincent Song-Gi 
Christner, Julia Ann 
Ciccanti, Dawn Marie 
Claeys, Kristen Marie 
Clark, Elizabeth M 
Cochrell, Timothy Robert 
Combs, Amy L.
Conn, Nicole Marie 
Crider, Dustin W. 
Dabravalskas-Valiknac, Tr 
Dabravalskas, Shawn Karl 
Davis, Christina Marie 
DeWeese, Chanelle Kristen 
Deweese, Mary Kristin 
Doleys, Teri A. 
Dunning, Jessica Ann 
Dunn, Matthew David 
Edlund, Trisha L. 
Fabian, Carrie Michelle 
Faulkner, Jonathan E.
Fenton, Joshua P. 
Ferguson, Jennifer J. 
Freeman, Christopher T.
Fretz, David Eugene 
Gapinski, Rebecca Lynn 
Gosztyla, Elizabeth 
Griffith, Jennifer M 
Gwilt, Paul Ruff 
Habegger, Aaron L. 
Hamilton, Trenton Arthur 
Harris, Jessica Ruth 
Hartsell, Brian Richard 
Hassenzahl, David Lee 
Hastings, Sarah J. 
Headings, Kelley E 
Hennig, Christopher C 
Herrold, Kerri Jean 
Hilditch, Scott Allen 
Hobbs, Jennifer Lee 
Hochstedler, Delton V 
Hoffman, Andrew Douglas 
Hoffman, Brandon Matthew 
Hofstetter, Kristine M 
Home, Michelle Joy 
Howard, Jennifer 
Huff, Deborah Lynn 
Hunter, Alia Harriet 
Johansen, Grace Marie 
Jones, Jennifer L 
Keener, Benjamin Lester 
Keller, Natalie T. 
Kessler, James Matthew 
Kinney, Naomi S. 
Kirby, Lauren Suzanne 
Knauer, Linda B. 
Kochetova, Ekaterina A 
Krick, Debra L.
Kuhn, Kristin J. 
Kurowicki, Stephanie M.
Lauritzen, Lisa J. 
Lawton, Veronica Lynn 
Lee, DeAnn Michelle 
Lee, Erin Danielle 
Linnell, Betsy Emelia 
Litchfield, Dana Dale 
Logan Jr., Samuel Ernest 
Magin, Susan C. 
Mailman, Julia E. 
Manwiller, Rebekah M. 
Marotta, Rosemarie 
Marsh, Alicia Jeanne 
Martin, Seth Botham 
Mason, John Mark 
Massey, Jillian Marie 
Mathias, Jessica Jean 
McClain, David M. 
McKelvey, Heidi Cristine
Miller, Erin J.
Miller, Nicholas Sean 
Mistak, Jillian G. 
Mohler, Holly Louise 
Mohr, Jena L. 
Morrison, Elissa D.
Mraz, Kyle Aaron 
Nelson, Benjamin D. 
Nims, Charis Lynn 
O’Neal, Jason Paul 
Patterson, Andrea Megan 
Pedersen, Matthew E. 
Pennington, Nathan E. 
Perkins, Lindsey Nicole 
Peters, Keith T.
Peters, LaChelle Suzanne 
Pierce, Kristin K. 
Pitstick, Amy Carol 
Potter, Karie 
Priano, Andrew Robert 
Prowitz, Kyle Gordon 
Quint, Jodi Lynn 
Racine, Jesse Collin 
Raynor, Brionna Annette 
Redmond, Diamond Richard 
Reisenbigler, David N 
Roberts, Julia E. 
Roberts, Kristin M. 
Robinson, Jasmine E. 
Robinson, Karen E. 
Rocke, Jaime N. 
Rosseau, Angela Michelle 
Ruth, Joseph Kent 
Sage, Amanda E. 
Scadding, Leslie Michelle 
Schlappi, Nicholas Allen 
Schlicher, Sarah Jo 
Schmuck, Amanda R. 
Schweickart, Kimberly J 
Seigneur, Timothy Andrew 
Shellenbarger, Rebecca A. 
Shustack, Joy Marie 
Sicard, Christian Joy 
Silvieus, Sarah B. 
Simon, Thomas Hershal 
Skamanich, Crystal Lynn 
Smith, Misty Dawn 
Steeg, Susanna 
Sterling, Chad Douglas 
Stiegelmeier, Adam Tyler 
Stormont, Rebekah Marie 
Strong, Kendra Ann 
Swiger, Tonya M. 
Tetrick, Jennifer Ann 
Tharp, Michael D. 
Tipton, Alicia R. 
Tomkinson, Joel M. 
Toms, Russell James 
Toyer, Lee Anne 
Trago, Christine Lee 
Tromp, Joshua Mitchel 
Twigg, Esther Lynn 
Tyson, Heather Lynn 
Von Der Mehden, Jessica L 
Vuurens, Gretchen A. 
Wade, Landon Buck 
Watson, April L. 
Wayne, Catherine Noel 
Welch, Carolyn Marie 
Winar, Julie A. 
Winship, Andrea Lynn 
Wolfe, Elizabeth A. 
Zuleger, Mary Robin 
Allport, Brian W. 
Andras, Jill Elain 
Barrons, Christina M. 
Battaglia, Ryan Peter 
Birchfield, Rebecca R 
Bolden, Amy E. 
Crowder, Seth Adam 
Freed, Daryl Todd 
Garber, Dustin Adrian 
Hueni, Megan Elise 
Jenks, Dani Michelle 
Kragel, David James 
Locke, Diana Joy 
Mead, David Paul 
Neufeld, Melissa Joanne 
Newfield, Natalie Ann 
Sanborn, Abigail J. 
Stafford, Abby Jo
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Snow shovelers sacrifice sleep for students’ safety
Bern M itc h e ll 
C o n tr ib u t in g ’ W rite r
“Early to bed and early to rise” 
may make one “healthy, 
wealthy, and wise,” but accord­
ing to this year’s 15-person 
snow shoveling team, “Late to 
bed and early to rise makes a 
shoveler tired and red in the 
eyes.”
Each shoveler on the team of 
13 men and two women receives 
a call at 5:00 a.m. on days when 
the previous night’s snowfall 
excedes half an inch. One or two 
hours of work lies ahead of them 
as they shovel the sidewalks and 
the doorways of their assigned
buildings. Golf carts with rotat­
ing brushes attached to the front 
clear most of the walks, but the 
shovelers are responsible for the 
places that are unreachable to the 
carts, like inside doorways and 
other niches close to buildings.
“Our shovelers are important 
because o f the hours they work. 
They clean up the campus be­
fore 8:00 a.m. classes,” manager 
Paul Ware said.
From Brock to South and 
Harriman, the shovelers are busy 
on each snowy morning. Aside 
from being reliable, what would 
compel someone to trade in the 
old alarm clock for a phone call, 
pick up a shovel, and lose two
hours of sleep, all before break­
fast?
“It pretty much boils down to 
insanity,” freshman Eli Wemer 
said. “Actually, I thought it 
would be an easy way to earn a 
few extra dollars.”
“I needed the money and it 
was something different,” fresh­
man Lindsay Gard said.
Whatever the case may be, 
shoveling seems to be satisfying, 
straightforward work that gives 
the brain a rest.
While it is obvious that the 
shovelers must enjoy the snow, 
other students find ways to en­
joy it as well. From building 
snowmen to carving carnivorous
snow crocodiles, Cedarvillians 
looked for ways to vent their cre­
ativity. In search of a new nov­
elty, one student built a 
snowman in the back of his truck 
and drove it around campus. 
And who can neglect the tradi­
tional snowball fight?
On the night of Feb. 3, Brock 
and Lawlor rallied mobs to at­
tack The Hill, alerting them with 
a phone call only minutes before 
they arrived for the battle. With 
shouts that could be heard from 
the entrance of the library, the 
rival dorms fell upon The Hill, 
speckling its buildings white 
with snow and rousing more 
Hillians to the defense. The
battle continued for an hour, dis­
banding before curfew.
“Some of the people were get­
ting heated, but I thought it was 
a blast. I mean, I got hit point 
blank and got a bloody nose, but 
it was all in fun and I think most 
everyone understood th a t,” 
freshman Steve Tidwell said.
Like most snow fights, there 
wasn’t a sure winner, but the next 
morning The Rock had a new 
declaration: Hill-1, Lawlor-0.
Overall, residents of the col­
lege seem  to enjoy snow. 
Whether for work or for play, 
the consensus about snow seems 
to be, if it’s going to be cold, it 
might as well snow.
★  ★  ★  ★  ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An unbelievable 
challenge.
Tonya Reed 
Bridgewater College
Two colossal 
thumbs up!
Chris Cole
Azusa Pacific University
T m - ;  J p p  Cross the Pacific to
IfcF' a *anc* anc* 3 PeoP,e w ho
L j p ^  are quickly emerging as a new 
|p|Fglobal power. As history rounds 
the comer into the 21 st Century, |
you can be part of making the future I  
unfold for Chinese young people I  
§  who are searching for answers t o . J  
life's toughest questions.
M  For five unforgettable £  M  
f t *  w eek, you'll travel. f  1  
K  _  explore, teach, play, t 1
work, laugh, s w e a t,■ ta fllP '^ : 
and cry— sharing every fiber of whaifijk 
you are with your Camp China kids.
You'll change each other's lives 
face-to-face, heart-to-heart. For a 
time, for a season, for eternity.
Call 1-800-366-EUC today!
I'll never be 
the same again!
Aron Gahagan 
Hillsdale College
Without a doubt the best thing 
I've ever done!
^  Mo Ahmadieh
Kennesaw State
-  University
P.O. Box 265, 
San Dimas, 
CA 91773
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Ariana Airlines hijacking ends in passive asylum
K a re n  B e ld in g ’
S ta f f  W r i te r
At first, last week’s hijack­
ing of an Ariana Airlanes flight 
seemed perfectly ordinary— 
just another example of terror­
ists doing what they do best. 
After armed terrorists took over 
the plane, the A fghanistan 
flight traveled through Central 
Asia.
As the world watched, the 
plane refueled in Russia and 
resumed its trek across Europe. 
Eventually, the plane wound up 
at London’s Stansted Airport. 
It sat on the tarmac for 72 hours 
as negotiators talked to the hi­
jackers. Oddly enough, the hi­
jackers issued no demands, 
other than for food, water, and 
medicine. (Normally, hijackers 
demand the release of political 
prisoners, etc.)
The situation escalated when 
the flight crew climbed out of 
a cockpit window and escaped, 
effectively stranding the hijack­
ers. The hijackers, seemingly 
peeved by this desertion, then 
threw a flight attendant down 
the flight of stairs. Although at 
this point negotiators feared 
they would have to take the 
plane by force, the hijackers 
surrendered shortly afterward, 
and the incident was apparently 
over.
Actually, the real confusion 
was just beginning. Investiga­
tors began to suspect that some 
of the passengers had been in 
league with the hijackers, and 
that the hijacking was an elabo­
rate ruse to get political asylum 
in Great Britain. The first hint 
came when 90% of the passen­
gers expressed an interest in 
staying in Great Britain, and 74 
of the 165 passengers formally 
applied for asylum within hours 
of the surrender.
A second whiff of something 
amiss came when authorities 
arrested 22 people instead of 
the eight who reportedly seized 
the plane—indicating that the 
other 14 passengers were some­
how involved. Finally , a 
spokesman for Ariana Airlines 
declared that many of the pas­
sengers had carried far more 
luggage than was normal for a 
short flight and speculated that 
up to forty passengers were in
league with the hijackers. As a 
clincher, the flight was from Af­
ghanistan, a nation tom by civil 
war, poverty, and religious ten­
sions. As TIME London Bureau 
Chief Jeff McAllister said, “It’s 
believed that a major chunk of the 
passengers were in cahoots with 
the hijackers in getting the heck 
out of Afghanistan.”
Many observers questioned 
why, if the whole hijacking was 
a ruse to get asylum, the partici­
pants had taken such extreme 
measures. This is partially ex­
plained by the simple fact that the 
plane was an Afghan flight car­
rying Afghan passengers. The 
nation of Afghanistan is in its 
23rd year of civil war and is con­
trolled by an ultra-religious mili­
tant group called the Taliban. The 
Taliban took over the capital city 
of Kabul in 1996 and now con­
trols 90% pf the country.
The Talibs rule by force and 
have a horrendous civil rights 
record. Dissidents simply vanish, 
and women are restricted to their 
homes unless accompanied by a 
male relative. Executions and 
amputations are common punish­
ments. Women are effectively 
banned from working and have 
difficulty obtaining medical care 
because they cannot see male 
doctors.
These and other actions caused 
the U.N. to initiate partial sanc­
tions against A fghanistan. 
Among other things, the sanc­
tions bar Afghanistan’s state-run 
Ariana Airlines from making in­
ternational flights that are not re­
ligious pilgrimages. (The United 
States imposed partial sanctions 
after Afghanistan refused to hand 
over terrorist Osama bin Laden.) 
Only three nations recognize the 
Taliban government. Poverty is 
rampant; about 1.2 million citi­
zens depend on handouts for food 
in the city of Kabul alone. Con­
sidering these factors, it is not too 
surprising that people would take 
desperate measures to get out of 
Afghanistan; so far, over 1.5 mil­
lion Afghans have fled their na­
tive country.
But even with all the incentives 
to escape Afghanistan, why travel 
to Great Britain? The answer lies 
in Britain’s political asylum poli­
cies, which are among the 
world’s most liberal. Under Brit­
ish law, any applicant is entitled
t.i.i »_*.*.* M.f ijy.KK1 • • .
to a lawyer, a court hearing, and 
an appeal. Such lenient policies 
attract many to Great Britain; the 
Washington Post reports that the 
courts currently have a backlog 
of over 100,000 asylum applica­
tions.
Also, G reat B ritain  has 
granted asylum to hijackers be­
fore. In 1996, six Iraqis hijacked 
a flight that eventually landed in 
Britain. According to CNN, al­
though they severely beat a crew 
member and threatened a little 
girl, a British court of appeals 
decided that jailing them would 
be akin to jailing Anne Frank for 
stealing a car to escape Nazi- 
controlled Amsterdam. (Critics 
of this analogy point out that 
Anne Frank was not an armed 
thug.) Not only were the Iraqi 
hijackers released, but they are 
also currently living in Britain 
and collecting welfare.
British opinion favors sending 
the hijackers back to Afghani­
stan. British Home Secretary 
Jack Straw pointed out that Brit­
ain has a responsibility to “pre­
vent and deter the very serious 
international terrorist crime of 
hijacking” and said that those 
involved in the hijacking would
that the clearest and unequivo­
cal signals must be sent out so 
as to discourage hijacking, what­
ever its motive,” he said. “Sub­
ject to compliance with all legal 
requirements, I would wish to 
see removed from this country 
all those on the plane as soon as 
reasonably practicable.”
Two political hot potatoes 
confront the British as they try 
to untangle the problem. The 
first dilemma is what to do with 
the passengers claiming asylum. 
Nick Hardwick, Britain’s Chief 
of the Refugee Council, told re­
porters that the hijackers’ fami­
lies face death if returned to Af­
ghanistan. “The truth is this is a 
desperate act by desperate men, 
desperate to get their families to 
safety,” he told ABC. “It doesn’t 
excuse it at all, but it doesn’t 
mean we can return people to a 
very dangerous situation without 
very careful thought.” He specu­
lated that since the hijackers 
seemed educated and could af­
ford a domestic flight, they were 
part o f the persecuted Afghan 
upper class.
The second sticky issue fac­
ing officials is figuring out who 
aided the hijackers. By all ac-
family affair; Afghan officials 
suspect that the women, who are 
subject to less stringent searches 
than men, probably smuggled 
the weapons in under their robes. 
(That’s quite an interesting phe­
nomenon—the Taliban has no 
problem stoning women to death 
but comes over all prim and 
proper about searching them for 
weapons.) Determining who 
aided the hijackers will probably 
take some time.
Afghanistan, of course, wants 
the plane and all its passengers 
returned. According to the 
Taliban’s civil aviation minister, 
Akhtar Mohammed Manzoor, 
the Taliban is determined to 
mete out its own brand of jus­
tice. “ [The hijackers] must be 
punished,” he told CNN. “Oth­
erwise it will be an example for 
others that they can hijack a 
plane and get asylum if that is 
what they want.”
In an effort to prevent more 
h ijackings, supreme leader 
Mullah Mohammed Omar said 
armed commandos would be on 
all flights of the state-run airline 
from now on. Bets are on 
whether the commandos will 
discourage women from smug-
not be allowed to stay. “I believe counts the hijacking was quite a gling weapons on board.
B P ’s sta tio n
Having trouble getting TWIRPed? 
______Build your own date._____
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Some Christians rush in where angels fear to tread
S h a w n  G ra v e s  
C o lu m n is t
Gladiators are alive and well on planet Earth.
Let’s face it: when confronted with an opposing idea 
or belief in the Coliseum of Life, we all like to wield 
our cognitive broadswords and hack the idea, as well 
as the individual, to pieces. And then we make fun of 
them. It is all too easy, we claim. We didn’t even break 
a sweat vanquishing our enemies.
I hope that you will pardon the tortured metaphor, 
but I think that gladiator mentality grips a lot of us, es­
pecially in college. We are taught so much concerning 
the doctrines of our faith. Our ideas are confirmed on a 
regular basis. Everyone around us believes much the 
same thing. We even have knowledgeable faculty to 
look up to, sometimes as heroes. And they encourage 
us. But what’s more, we hear and read about the world’s 
vain ideas. We know their claims and how they stray 
from the truth. We know that their arguments cannot 
stand next to ours and win. Sure, some people believe 
those ideas and actually try to defend them, but they’re 
probably dead, old, or just plain ignorant. We are safe.
It’s nice...in the classroom.
But then we come across an individual in real life 
that actually believes those strange, absurd things we 
hear about. At this point, several things can happen. 
We may dodge the issue and act like we didn’t hear 
them. We may ask questions and nod our heads, inter­
nally rejecting what they say but never verbalizing it.
Or we attack. Then things get ugly.
Let me describe the situation. The individual we are 
talking to claims that there is no God. We get a sick 
feeling in our stomachs. But, to our relief, we remem­
ber what we have heard in class. So, with confidence, 
we recite the verses we may have memorized. They
don’t believe the Bible; another sick feeling. But, to 
our relief once again, we remember the arguments for 
Biblical authority. So, with greater confidence, sure that 
this blow will do it, we lay the arguments before them. 
However, to our great surprise, they resist. They offer 
some counterpoints and even begin to undermine the 
authority o f scripture. Needless to say, the sick feeling 
returns. Now desperate, we begin to throw out every­
thing we can possibly remember, plugging our ears the 
whole time because with every word they utter more 
sick feelings come. Finally, with things nearly out of 
control, we walk away, shaking our heads in wonder­
ment. Things were not supposed to end this way.
Maybe you’ve had the above experience. Or maybe 
you’ve never talked to someone who disagrees with you. 
Either way, what follows still applies.
The above experience happens for several reasons.
We may be too quick to pass over the reasons sup­
porting our faith. When we hear the foundations of our 
faith, we nod our heads in passive assent as the ideas 
float right out of our heads, never to be seen again. We 
know this stuff already, we think. What difference does 
it make anyway? We are in trouble when we ask that 
question.
If that’s not it, then maybe we take too lightly the 
world’s beliefs. Maybe we laugh when we read a strange 
thought or an outlandish belief. The thoughts of the 
unsaved just seem so ridiculous to our sanctified ears. 
We don’t think such childish ideas are worth our time. 
If we think this way, then we are incredibly arrogant, 
intellectual snobs.
Or maybe we respect the ideas of the unsaved, but 
we know how to refute them. Easily. In fact, it is so 
easy it is almost laughable. Allow me to give an ex­
ample.
We all know that the world thinks truth is relative. 
This relativism fundamentally clashes with our notion 
of absolute truth. When we hear about others who be­
lieve this, we snicker. Don’t they realize that by claim­
ing all truth is relative, they are making an absolute 
claim? The claim that all truth is relative is itself an 
absolute claim. Sword drawn, swung, opponent slain.
Unfortunately, it is not always that easy. The argu­
ment does hold if the individual wants to claim dog­
matically that all truth is relative. But not everyone does. 
There are some people who are frustratingly consistent 
in their relativism, recognizing that their claim of rela­
tivism is itself relative and thus not binding on anyone 
else. Now what do we say?
When we hear opposing views in class, we should be 
quick to realize that other human beings believe them 
and therefore deserve some degree of respect. This does 
not mean that every idea carries equal weight. It simply 
means we should not be so flippant in our responses. 
Remember: other people probably hold their views as 
tenaciously as you do.
So what do we do then? I think that there are several 
things we can do to avoid the above errors. We should 
_ take seriously the ideas we hear, both ideas that we agree 
with and those we don’t. It is possible that the ideas we 
disagree with contain grains of truth within them. Look 
for those grains. Recognize that other people hold onto 
those ideas and take them seriously. When speaking to 
another individual who disagrees with you, listen to him 
with patience. Think. There are no bonus points for 
speaking quickly. Understand that conversations will 
take time. The deep, meaningful issues in life are never 
easily resolved. Speak in love and humility. There is no 
reason to irritate the other person you are speaking to. 
You will only lose respect that way.
Finally, speak boldly and courageously. We have 
nothing to be afraid of if we are genuinely seeking the 
truth with the person we are talking to.
Life is not a Coliseum. We are not seeking victims. 
We are not looking for those we can laugh at for their 
childish ideas. Rather, we are looking to spread truth to 
all. Or at least we should be.
Shupe and Miller to tie the knot when winter blasts cease
K ris ta n  G o tt 
S ta ff  W rite r
The relocation of Chuck’s to 
the Student Life Center will be 
especially beneficial to one of 
Cedarville’s most recently en­
gaged couples.
Gary Shupe, the Assistant 
Manager at Chuck’s, and Cheryl 
Miller, Administrative Assistant 
to the Vice President of Chris­
tian Ministries, will be tying the 
knot in April, 2000.
Q: When and where did you 
meet Cheryl?
A: “Cheryl and I have known 
of each other for several years 
but had no real contact socially. 
I had several students tell me that 
they thought that I should ask 
out the girl that worked in the
Christian Ministries office. I was 
talking to some mutual friends 
of ours, Tim and Jamie Fouts, 
and we thought it would be great 
if I would get a date and all of 
us go to Joe’s Crab Shack. I de­
cided that I would take the stu­
dents’ advice and call Cheryl. 
The rest is history.”
Q: How long have you two 
been together?
A: “Our first date was on April 
3, 1999.”
Q: How did you propose to 
her? And when?
A: “I had planned to propose 
on Feb. 3. I was trying to make 
a video of most of the places we 
have gone during our courtship. 
I planned to go to the places and 
have the waiters or someone 
who worked at the establishment 
say a few words of greeting. Just
for fun I was going to try to get 
them to say a few words as to 
how lucky Cheryl was to be dat­
ing such a wonderful guy. Un­
fortunately, I was unable to get 
people to lie on tape...just kid­
ding. The problem was that my 
cam corder for some reason 
started to eat my tapes when I 
tried to play back the video. I 
was uncertain what I would do. 
On Friday, Jan. 28, Dick Walker 
came to my office and asked me 
if I would like to go to the Pops 
Concert o f the Dayton Sym­
phony that night. The theme of 
the concert was “Pops goes to 
the ballpark.” When we returned 
to my house after the concert, I 
asked to see the tickets. I asked 
Cheryl if  she knew the theme of 
the concert. When she said she 
did, I said that in keeping with
the theme of the night maybe it 
was time I popped the question. 
I pulled the ring out from under 
the couch, where I had placed it 
before the concert, and asked her 
to marry me. An hour later she 
said yes. (Well it seemed like an 
hour.)”
Q: When will you two be ty­
ing the knot and where?
A: “The wedding will be at 
2:30 p.m. on June 10,2000. The 
wedding will be at Grace Bap­
tist and the reception will be at 
the Dixon Ministry Center.”
Q: What advice would you  
give to guys or girls who are 
searching out the “right one" 
here at Cedarville?
A: “They will find no better 
opportunity than their time at 
Cedarville to find a Christian 
mate.”
Q: Any advice to those who 
are single, and haven't found  
“the one ” yet.
A: “Trust in the Lord’s tim­
ing. It may seem like everyone 
else is finding that “special 
someone” but you. Trust God. 
Even if the time is longer than 
expected or hoped for, he will 
bring someone into your life if 
that is his will and it will be 
worth the wait. In the meantime, 
become the man or woman God 
wants you to be. Take pleasure 
in the little things he brings into 
your life.”
Q: I f  you could choose a verse 
that describes yours and  
Cheryl’s relationship, which one 
would it be?
A: Romans 8:28: “All things 
work together for the good for 
those who love the Lord.”
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MUSIC REVIEWS AND NEWS
Five O ’Clock People - The Nothing Venture
Folk music is all about avoiding trendiness and relat­
ing to the common man and usually achieves this by 
stripped-down, acoustic-driven, poetic musicianship. 
Judging on the basis of these criteria, The Nothing Ven­
ture by Five O’Clock People is a resounding success. 
This new band is similar to Caedmon’s Call but uses a 
darker musical texture and lyrical themes that are harder 
to pin down.
“Lunar” begins the album on a profound note, beau­
tifully describing the battle between faith and doubt. “I 
trudge and I slip as I reach out for daylight, but grasp 
only fistfuls of night...I don’t know where to start / it 
never used to be this hard.. .be found by me my God / 1 
m ust rest in you .” Despite the in tensity  o f the 
songwriter’s struggle, the musical tone of the song ex­
udes with hope, indicating that strong faith prevails over 
doubt.
Alex Walker, who employs a somewhat ambiguous 
writing style that seems to be open to interpretation, 
wrote much of The Nothing Venture. One theme scat­
tered throughout the album is our human tendency to 
mask confusion with a fake smile. Another theme is 
our struggle to maintain meaningful relationships, both 
with others and with God.
“Fall Silent,” the album’s closing song, poetically 
depicts the beauty of sinners coming humbly before 
God: “We fall silent and we stumble to grace / we’re 
clutching at heaven / encrypted and caged, simple and 
stained / searching...to find you again.”
In addition to these lyrical gems, Five O’Clock People 
provides much musical innovation. Violin accompani­
ment enhances “Remain” with an energetic charm simi­
lar to that o f the Dave Matthews Band and infuses 
“Sorry” with a melancholy tone. The deep, looming re­
music review by: jJeAejfUf- liftiujesit
verberation of the upright bass gives “Glass” a dark, 
ominous mood, while kicking off “This Day” with a 
lively, upbeat riff. Other assorted sounds used on The 
Nothing Venture are harmonica, mandolin, wurlitzer, 
accordian, and all sorts of guitars, some of which are 
reminiscent of the moody, atmospheric sounds of Pink 
Floyd and Common Children.
Five O ’Clock People crafted an impressive and 
thought-provoking work of art which can not be taken 
lightly. Everything about it, from the Tolkien reference 
in “So Far Gone” to the mysterious lyrics of the inter­
lude and postlude, begs to engage the listener on a deep, 
personal level. In short, The Nothing Venture is any­
thing but.
Lyrical Insight: 8 out of 10
Musical Innovation: 9 out of 10
High school musicians visit Cedarville for concert
A m a n d a  K ir c h n e r  
C o n tr ib u tin g -  W r i te r
Tonight many Cedarville College musical groups 
will present their talents in the Dixon Ministry Center 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Music Showcase Concert. Tomor­
row approximately 175 high school music students 
will display the fruits of an intense weekend of re­
hearsals in the afternoon Honors Concert.
More than just a weekend of rehearsals, Music 
Showcase provides some extra activities for the high 
school students. After registering on Thursday, Chris­
tian Ministries, in conjunction with the Admissions 
Office, held a welcome session for the students. The 
Kingsmen Quartet performed before the students sang 
choruses and viewed the college video. After practic­
ing Thursday night, students had the opportunity to 
relax, play games, and win prizes at the Showcase 
Coffeehouse, Back by Popular Demand. The Jazz 
Band also performed on Thursday night in the Re­
cital Hall.
Today the visiting musicians took time out from 
rehearsals to attend a special SGA chapel. Students 
majoring in music at Cedarville auditioned through­
out the day.
Cedarville’s symphonic band, brass choir, concert 
chorale, men’s glee club, and women’s choir will 
present the Music Showcase Concert for the high 
school students tonight.
The weekend of rehearsals culminates when the high 
school students present the Honors Concert on Satur­
day afternoon. The choir and band perform separate con­
certs, each approximately 30-40 minutes in length. At 
the conclusion of the concert, the band and choir will 
combine in a performance o f the Battle Hymn o f  the 
Republic.
According to Professor of Music and Vocal Coordi­
nator Dr. Lyle Anderson, “[The choir will perform] a 
little bit of everything. It’s pretty tough stuff.” The cho­
ral selections range from a piece by Mozart to spirituals 
to pieces written in Latin.
“The high school band played Grade 4 music, which 
is challenging for most of the students attending,” Pro­
fessor of Music Mike DiCuirci. DiCuirci directed the 
band in playing an arrangement of Steven Foster songs, 
a piece entitled “Celebration Variation,” a march, and 
an overture entitled “Wyoming Portrait.”
“[The goal is] to assist young people in increasing 
the level of musicianship that they can anticipate as they 
get to college [and] to give them a taste for further de­
velopment o f their musical skills and to show them the 
real spiritual education at Cedarville,” Anderson said.
Students who participate in Music Showcase come 
from a variety of states and high schools. Some stu­
dents come from Christian schools, while others come 
from public high schools. There are even some students 
who come from home schools. The students are gener­
ally in 10-12th grade, but some 9th-graders are accepted
if they play a rare instrument or posses unusual vocal 
talent.
Music directors recommended capable students to 
participate in Music Showcase. Participants then re­
ceived the music for the event via mail so they could 
be familiar with the selections when they arrived. On 
Thursday, band students had to audition to determine 
chair placement.
Freshman music major Katie Roberts participated 
in Music Showcase before coming to Cedarville. “I 
participated in Showcase my senior year in high school 
and I absolutely love it,” Roberts said. “God used it to 
clinch my decision to attend Cedarville.” Roberts plays 
the flute and will perform with Cedarville’s symphonic 
band tonight. ■
Over the years, Music Showcase has grown popu­
lar with an increasing number of students participat­
ing and getting a sneak preview of music at Cedarville.
“Every year is really exciting,” Anderson said. “We 
have started to reap the benefits more and more as it 
pertains to getting music majors and minors. The tal­
ent level has increased through the years.”
Roberts also enjoyed participating in Music Show­
case this year, even though she has a different per­
spective than last year. “[The band] has the opportu­
nity to show those in high school what band at 
Cedarville is like. Whether God uses that to influence 
them to come here or not, we don’t know, but hope­
fully everyone will enjoy it,” Roberts said.
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Intramural sports provide outlet for pent-up energy
Cedarville students participate in intramural activities of all kinds. Some are unaware of 
the wide variety of recreation that the program has to offer. Photo by B. Perkins
R a c h e l M itc h e ll  
C o n tr ib u t in g ’ W rite r
When the weather outside 
turns frightful, students turn in­
doors for the winter seasons of 
intramural competition. Intra­
murals are a great venue for stu­
dents who love sports but do not 
play on the varsity teams.
“I like [intramurals] because 
it gives me the chance to get out 
and play sports and have fun 
while I ’m still in schoo l,” 
sophomore Melissa Meyer said. 
The intramural sports program 
wants to provide a positive en­
vironment in which students can 
exercise and participate in 
healthy competition. But most 
of all, the intramural sports pro­
gram is for students to have fun.
Participants can choose from 
a variety of sports. Students can 
grab a partner and play doubles 
racquetball, jo in  a game of 
wallyball, participate in bowl­
ing, badminton, pool, pingpong, 
or full court basketball, one of 
Cedarville’s favorite intramural 
sports. It becomes a social event 
as friends come out and cheer 
for each other. As teams form 
and begin to play, participants 
have the opportunity to meet 
people and make new friends.
Camaraderie begins to build be­
tween teammates and healthy 
competition takes place between 
teams throughout the season. It 
is a great way to get away from 
stress and be involved with a
physical activity that provides 
exercise.
Students overlook some op­
portunities in the intramural 
sports program. People nor­
mally think of basketball when
they think of intramural sports, 
but there is a competitive bowl­
ing league that is part o f 
intramurals.
In order to participate in some 
of the intramural sports, students 
must organize in teams. Some 
sign up with a group of friends. 
After they overcome the “who” 
decision, the teams face the di­
lemma of choosing a name. The 
nam es turn out to be quite 
unique, but they usually have a 
meaning behind their title.
Representatives of the Dinge- 
man’s Dawgs cheering section 
comprise one team in the Men’s 
A-2 basketball league, the D- 
Dawgs. They sit under the bas­
ket at all the men’s basketball 
home games wearing bright yel­
low t-shirts with their nicknames 
on the back. The t-shirt front 
sports a dog’s face and the team 
name, Dingeman’s Dawgs. “We 
all sit together (at basketball 
games) and we all have the t- 
shirts, so we thought it would be 
good for intramurals,” freshman 
D-Dawgs captain Matt Minier 
said.
Another catchy team name is 
Telyalata. Junior team captain 
Christy Abbs said she did not 
know what to name the team 
when she went to sign them up.
Her roommate suggested “tell 
you later” as a joke. They then 
modified it to Telyalata and the 
name stuck. “It’s just for fun, but 
it was originally meant to be a 
play on words,” Abbs said.
Some people do not realize 
that faculty and staff can partici­
pate in intramural sports. Joy 
Fagan, a full-time instructor of 
Spanish and Bible, stays very 
involved with intramurals. In 
addition to refereeing basketball, 
Fagan participates in flag foot­
ball, tennis, basketball, softball, 
and racquetball. This quarter she 
joined the Spikers for 5-on-5 
basketball. The Spikers are some 
of the volleyball team’s mem­
bers. Fagan was their chaplain 
for the 1998 season and began 
playing intramurals with them 
last year.
Fagan is a 1989 graduate of 
Cedarville College. She played 
intercollegiate varsity basketball 
for Cedarville, but participated 
in other intramural sports as a 
student. When she returned to 
Cedarville College in 1994, it 
was natural for her to participate 
in intramurals again. “I love to 
participate in the athletics. It also 
provides a great interaction with 
the students in a whole new 
realm,” Fagan said.
Lady Jackets stabilize efforts, poised for post season
L o ri Bung-eir 
C o n tr ib u tin g -  W r i te r
Despite losing eight of their 
last ten games, the Lady Jack­
ets basketball team is regaining 
their focus for post-season play. 
Cedarville is 15-11 overall and 
9-8 in the American Mideast 
Conference (AMC).
The Lady Jackets are entering 
the final stretch of their season 
with the leadership of captains 
Charity Cole and Tara Swaney. 
The seniors are preparing for the 
AMC tournament as well as 
NCCAA Nationals. Their team­
mates give credit to the captains 
for the success they have had so 
far. Sophomore Kirsten Rossotti 
said, “The seniors are good ex­
amples of what it means to per­
severe and work hard.”
One m ain con tribu tor for 
Cedarville is junior Julie Nourse. 
Nourse, a six-foot center, passed 
a milestone in her basketball ca­
reer by joining the 1,000 career 
point club. She has been shoot­
ing 50% from the field and av­
erages more than 15 points per 
game. Dominating the boards, 
she also adds 7.7 rebounds a 
game. Nourse has also started all 
26 games for the Lady Jackets.
Junior wing Amanda Porter is 
second on the team in scoring 
with 13 points per game. She hit 
the 1,000 career point mark 
against Geneva College. Along 
with her athletic ability, Porter 
fills a big leadership role. Sopho­
more wing Patti Schryer said, 
“Amanda has done an outstand­
ing job. She has given a lot to us 
in means of leadership.”
R ossotti, the 1999 AMC 
Freshman of the Year, is return­
ing from an incredible first sea­
son. Shooting at 50%, she con­
tributes about 12 points per 
game and averages 6.4 boards. 
Rossotti posted her career high, 
34 points, and 13 rebounds 
against Geneva College. With a 
year of experience to take into 
tournament play, Rossotti is 
looking ahead. She says, “Post 
season should be very challeng­
ing, but I think if we pull to­
gether and work hard, then good 
things will happen.”
Along with the solid play of 
Rossotti and Nourse in the paint, 
Schryer adds stability up top. 
One of the team’s starting five, 
she leads the Jacket with 35 
three-pointers, including a four- 
for-five 3-point game against
Rio Grande, which was her ca­
reer high o f 22 points. Schryer’s 
mental game is also noteworthy. 
Rossotti said, “I would say Patti 
is one of the biggest contributors, 
not just because o f her point 
scoring, but her attitude and 
work ethic.”
Other key team members are 
juniors Stephanie Schaner and 
Jennifer Jones. Both players 
come off the bench to supply 
consistency and experience. 
Schaner is fourth on the team 
with assists and also throws in 
four points per game. Schryer 
said, “Jen Jones has one of the 
best work ethics on the team.”
Although the season is not 
over, the Lady Jackets have had 
some im pressive highlights. 
Cedarville beat long-time rival 
Walsh University. Their confi­
dence carried over to the holi­
days where the Jackets took all 
five games and headed on to a 
nine-game winning streak.
With four games left to play 
in the regular season, the post 
season will be the next hurdle for 
the Lady Jackets to overcome. 
The players are optimistic about 
tournament time. Nourse said, 
“We could start playing our best 
ball for the post season, which 
is the best time to start.”
Her teammates agree. Schryer 
said, “If we get back the confi­
dence as a team like we had ear­
lier in the season, we could do 
some m ajor damage. I think 
teams are looking at us to fold 
since we have been struggling, 
but I know we can beat any team 
that we might face before nation­
als.”
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photos by Brandon Perkins sidewalk talk
What person other than Christ would you like to meet?
Senior elementary education major Kim Schweickart 
Senior communications/philosophy major Shelly Prado
“Melchizedek.” He intrigues Shelly and Kim wanted to be in the picture.
Senior CE Youth major Scott Walker
“Dean Smith. The greatest college basketball coach ever for the greatest college 
basketball team ever: the Carolina Tarheels.”
Senior American studies major Jesse Racine
“Abraham Lincoln. I’m fascinated by his ability to 
integrate his Christian theistic worldview with his 
handling of a national crisis, the Civil War, and still 
maintain his integrity.”
Sophomore nursing major Stephanie Elliott
“The Apostle Paul. I’m writing a paper for New Testament, and if I knew Paul, 1 
wouldn’t have to use'commentaries.”
t * . ^ r*'. ■ B H H K
Sophomore Bible comprehensive/missions major Ben Clark
“George W. Bush. Then I can say that I’ve met the next president.”
Junior Bible major Jessica Stevenson
“Deborah from the Book of Judges. She was an 
incredible leader, and she was a woman. She desired 
to serve God through her talents.”
